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There are three types of data that can be recovered: text files, photos, and music. GetData Recover My Files Professional is
good for recovering data from nearly any form of storage media, but the company recommends to use it to restore files
stored on your hard drive, including documents, spreadsheets, presentations, databases, and more. This program is also
able to recover data from USB devices, external hard drives, memory cards, and optical discs. If you have accidentally

deleted files, this program can recover them. Its tools include several photo scanning tools, including features that restore
damaged photos or provide detailed descriptions of scanned images, so you can identify and even restore images that

might be hidden in another format. Its advanced data recovery engine automatically searches for the specified files in the
drive, while its three-step scan process ensures that recovered files are fast and accurate. GetData has won awards for its

unique data recovery tools and speedy performance. ScanWise is a software program designed to perform a series of
scans on your computer and find your lost photos and files. It runs in the background and monitors all of the files stored on

your hard drive and network servers, and then uses several advanced recovery algorithms to find photos that may have
been accidentally deleted or corrupted. It even works with USB drives, SD cards, and other storage media. The program is

straightforward and easy to use, with a series of wizards guiding you through the scanning and data recovery process.
ScanWise runs in the background and monitors all of the files stored on your hard drive and network servers. Once an

image has been identified, you can choose to preview it or save it to a separate folder. The program can also be used to
recover documents, videos, and music files.
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